This paper presents a methodology to obtain candidate conformations of multidomain proteins for use in molecular replacement. For each separate domain, the orientational relationship between the template and the target structure is obtained using standard molecular replacement. The orientational relationships of the domains are then used to calculate the relative rotation between the domains in the target conformation by using pose-estimation techniques from the field of robotics and computer vision. With the angle of relative rotation between the domains as a cost function, iterative normal-mode analysis is used to drive the template structure to a candidate conformation that matches the X-ray crystallographic data obtained for the target conformation. The selection of the correct intra-protein domain orientations from among the many spurious maxima in the rotation function (including orientations obtained from domains in symmetry mates rather than within the same copy of the protein) presents a challenge. This problem is resolved by checking R factors of each domain, measuring the absolute value of relative rotation between domains, and evaluating the cost value after each candidate conformation is driven to convergence with iterative NMA. As a validation, the proposed method is applied to three test proteins: ribosebinding protein, lactoferrin and calcium ATPase. In each test case, the orientation and translation of the final candidate conformation in the unit cell are generated correctly from the suggested procedure. The results show that the proposed method can yield viable candidate conformations for use in molecular replacement and can reveal the structural details and pose of the target conformation in the crystallographic unit cell.
This paper presents a methodology to obtain candidate conformations of multidomain proteins for use in molecular replacement. For each separate domain, the orientational relationship between the template and the target structure is obtained using standard molecular replacement. The orientational relationships of the domains are then used to calculate the relative rotation between the domains in the target conformation by using pose-estimation techniques from the field of robotics and computer vision. With the angle of relative rotation between the domains as a cost function, iterative normal-mode analysis is used to drive the template structure to a candidate conformation that matches the X-ray crystallographic data obtained for the target conformation. The selection of the correct intra-protein domain orientations from among the many spurious maxima in the rotation function (including orientations obtained from domains in symmetry mates rather than within the same copy of the protein) presents a challenge. This problem is resolved by checking R factors of each domain, measuring the absolute value of relative rotation between domains, and evaluating the cost value after each candidate conformation is driven to convergence with iterative NMA. As a validation, the proposed method is applied to three test proteins: ribosebinding protein, lactoferrin and calcium ATPase. In each test case, the orientation and translation of the final candidate conformation in the unit cell are generated correctly from the suggested procedure. The results show that the proposed method can yield viable candidate conformations for use in molecular replacement and can reveal the structural details and pose of the target conformation in the crystallographic unit cell.
Introduction
Molecular replacement (MR; Rossmann, 1972 Rossmann, , 1990 Rossmann, , 2001 often fails for multidomain protein structures because of the flexibility of the structures. Most of this flexibility is concentrated in the linking regions between domains. If large conformational changes occur in the protein, the phase information of the template protein cannot be adopted as that of the target protein. This is often the case in ligand-bound proteins even if the sequences of the template and the target are identical (Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004b) . Thus, it would be useful to have methods to 'morph' the template structure into candidate conformations which more closely match the X-ray data when MR cannot be applied directly, specifically in the case of multidomain proteins.
The MR method can be used with separate subunits to find the crystal structure of multidomain proteins (Cygler & Anderson, 1988a,b; Bernstein & Hol, 1997) . Because each domain remains more or less rigid during conformational changes, the position and orientation of each domain can sometimes be obtained and assembled into the whole structure. Practically, however, the translation function often fails to find the exact position of each corresponding domain, even though the rotation function can frequently find the exact orientation of the domain (Rossmann, 1990; Giacovazzo et al., 1998) . Brü nger proposed Patterson correlation refinement, which can adjust the flexible regions between domains of a multidomain protein and find a better conformation for use in computation of the translation function (Brü nger, 1990 (Brü nger, , 1997 . This method can also be used with the orientation of subunits, each of which is separately obtained by direct rotationfunction evaluation, to improve the search (DeLano & Brü nger, 1995) . However, Brü nger also reported that this method is limited by the radius of convergence. In the present work, we propose a new method to substantially deform the template conformation into the target conformation based on iterative normal-mode analysis and the relative rotation between domains.
Many of the largest conformational changes in multidomain proteins appear to arise from rigid-body motion between domains: flexible regions between domains dominate conformational changes while the domains remain rigid. For instance, in the case of lactoferrin, which has an open form (PDB code 1lfh) and a closed form (PDB code 1lfg), the rootmean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) between these two conformations is 6.4 Å when comparing their -carbon traces. In contrast, the r.m.s.d. value in each corresponding domain is less than 0.6 Å (Norris et al., 1991) . This also means that the collective motions of domains dominate the conformational changes, not the fluctuations of each residue.
Normal-mode analysis (NMA) can be used to predict the conformational changes of multidomain proteins by calculating the collective motions. Using NMA, harmonic motions of a given protein structure around an equilibrium conformation (Brooks et al., 1995; Hinsen, 1998; Moritsugu & Kidera, 2004) and collective motions and dynamic fluctuations of given protein structures Atilgan et al., 2001; Li & Cui, 2002 , 2004 Kurkcuoglu et al., 2004; Schuyler & Chirikjian, 2004) can be calculated. The collective motions obtained by NMA can represent the dominant motion of any given structure, which is also related to conformational changes (Marques & Sanejouand, 1995; Tama & Sanejouand, 2001; Tama et al., 2004; Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004b; Schuyler & Chirikjian, 2005) . Krebs et al. (2002) also reported that a few low-frequency normal modes dominate the conformational change for about 50% of the protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000) .
Recently, Suhre and Sanejouand proposed a novel method to obtain candidate structures for MR by using NMA (Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004a,b) . After calculating normal-mode shapes from the elastic network model (Tirion, 1996; Atilgan et al., 2001; Hinsen, 1998; Moritsugu & Kidera, 2004; Jeong et al., 2006) , they applied arbitrary scale factors to the conformational deviations calculated from NMA. By superimposing these deviations onto the original conformation, they obtained candidate conformations. MR is then performed for all candidate conformations in order to judge the exact conformation from among the candidates by NMA. Their method successfully revealed the crystal structures of several proteins: maltodextrin-binding protein, HIV-1 protease and glutamine-binding protein. When a large or complex conformational change is to be analyzed, however, linear amplification of modes may not be sufficient to deform the template into the target conformation. Since the normal modes guarantee only infinitesimal deviation of a given protein structure, excessive amplification can produce physically unrealistic candidate conformations for the target protein.
In order to make large conformational changes and at the same time to avoid nonphysical conformations, we use iterative normal-mode analysis in this article (Tama et al., 2004; Hinsen et al., 2005) . After obtaining an intermediate conformation by adding small motions from NMA, another NMA is applied to the newly obtained conformation until the target conformation is approached. At each iteration, the amplitude and directions of the participating normal modes should be determined in order to drive the template structure to the target, since the normal-mode shapes can only be obtained without amplitude and direction. Thus, a cost function for choosing the proper conformation is required to judge the closest conformation from the candidate conformations at each step. Tama and coworkers applied an iterative normalmode method to morph the known protein structure into a low-resolution electron-density map from the cryo-EM method (Tama et al., 2004) . They iterated with a gradient search about the intermediate structure to match the target electron density. Here, we propose a different procedure of iterative NMA by using a result from the statistical mechanics of macromolecules (Kim, 2004) .
In this work, the relative rotation between domains is used as a cost function to drive iterative NMA. After obtaining the rotation function of each domain by applying existing MR software to each separate domain, we convert the rotation function of each domain into the relative rotation between the domains in the target conformation using pose-estimation methods from the field of robotics and computer vision (Chirikjian & Kyatkin, 2001) . Using the relative rotation between domains, we can drive iterative NMA and obtain good candidates which are similar to the target protein structure. The candidate conformations can then be used in MR to match the diffraction pattern of the target protein. By morphing the template conformation into the target conformation using only the rotation function, our method makes it easier to find the translation function for candidate conformations of the whole protein.
We explain our methodology in x2. In this section, we present the elastic network modeling and iterative normalmode methods and a cost function for driving iterative NMA with relative rotation between domains. In x3, we demonstrate the results produced by the proposed method for three protein structures: ribose-binding protein, lactoferrin and calcium ATPase, which have open and closed forms. We discuss the results and methods in x4. Finally, we conclude this work in x5.
Methods

Elastic network modeling
Normal modes of a given protein structure can be calculated based on the elastic network model, which analyzes an equivalent mass-spring system in static equilibrium as a representation of the protein structure (Brooks et al., 1995) . If only a few lowest normal modes are required, the simplified -carbon coarse-grained elastic network model can be used, in which only C atoms are used to represent the corresponding residues (Tirion, 1996; . The simplified elastic network model is frequently used for many applications because of its cost-effective features in numerical calculation (Atilgan et al., 2001; Kim, Jernigan et al., 2003; Kim, Li et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2005; Bahar & Jernigan, 1997; Kurkcuoglu et al., 2004) . A Hookean pairwise potential for the simplified elastic network model can be written as
where x i and d i are the position and the deviation of the ith -carbon. Here, R i, j is the relative distance between the ith and jth residues. The normal modes can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue/eigenvector problem associated with (1).
In this work, we use bond-cutoff connection rules in order to build an elastic network model (Jeong et al., 2006) . This method guarantees the stability of the elastic network model with any distance-cutoff value (Yan et al., 1988) . Based on backbone modeling, we apply the distance-cutoff method to model interactions between C atoms which are not located sequentially but within a distance cutoff. Different distancecutoff (R c ) values are used for intradomain and interdomain residues, respectively. A 10 Å distance-cutoff value is used for intradomain residues, whereas a 5 Å distance-cutoff value is used for interdomain residues. This strategy increases the rigidity of each domain of a test protein structure. The nonrigid-body motion calculated from NMA then mostly reflects the relative motion between domains with more connections inside the domain.
Iterative procedure to simulate large conformational changes
When calculating the collective harmonic motions for a protein structure using NMA, only normal-mode shapes without magnitude and with plus or minus directional ambiguity can be obtained. Thus, these two properties of the collective motion should be determined in order to drive the template conformation towards the target. The magnitude of each normal mode is determined by using ideas from the statistical mechanics of protein structures. According to Kim (2004) , the root-mean-square fluctuation of each normal mode is inversely proportional to the frequency of the given mode. Thus, we multiply this inverse frequency by each corresponding normal mode to obtain the collective motions of protein structures. This procedure emphasizes the lowest nonrigid normal modes over the other normal modes.
Next, we determine the direction at each step from the template to the goal. Because we have already set the amplitude, we only have to determine the direction of the normal mode (plus or minus) for the intermediate conformation to approach the target. This procedure can be performed by setting the cost function which represents the conformational changes and reducing its value to zero (see the following section for details of the cost function). We present the algorithm of the iterations as a flow chart in Fig. 1 .
When defining the ith intermediate conformation as X i , its deviation D i,k calculated by the kth normal mode can be given as
where ! i,k is the natural frequency and v i,k is the mode shape of the kth normal mode after the ith iteration, respectively.
Figure 1
Flowchart of iterative normal-mode analysis. By using normal-mode shape and the relative rotation between domains, the template conformation can be morphed to near the target. Moreover, the elastic network minimization algorithm is used to retain the geometric constraints of the protein structure during iteration.
The index i is the iteration number and takes values from 1 to the maximum number of iterations N n . k is the index of nonrigid-body normal modes calculated from one to N m .
The direction of this deviation should then be decided. We set the weight value w j as À1, 0 or 1 to represent the plus or minus direction or to exclude the specific normal mode from the perturbation. This means that there are three candidate conformations for each normal mode. At the ith iteration, the frequency ! iÀ1 and mode v iÀ1 can be calculated by solving an eigenvalue/eigenvector problem. The candidate conformations C i, j,k can then be derived as
where X iÀ1 is the (i À 1)th intermediate conformation.
The parameter " is a dimensionless scaling factor to adjust the magnitude of all the normal modes. After the candidate conformations have been calculated at the ith iteration and the kth normal mode, three candidate conformations with weight values can be obtained.
The cost functions of these three conformations should be evaluated in order to select the closest candidate conformation to the target. After obtaining the direction which minimizes the cost function, the candidate conformation C i;j min ;k can be determined for the kth normal mode. We then repeat the same procedure for the (k + 1)th normal mode. This procedure can be performed for all normal modes under consideration. When the minimum cost function search for all the normal modes up to N m is finished, the ith pathway conformation X i can be obtained.
Keeping geometric constraints using elastic network minimization
The geometric constraints of a protein structure should be retained during the iterative procedures of NMA. When driving the template structure to the target, at least several iterative steps of NMA are required. However, these multiple procedures may disturb the geometric constraints of an intermediate conformation such as preserving virtual bond lengths of the backbone trace and avoiding steric clashes between domains. This arises from the deviation error from linearization of NMA, which can accumulate during the iterations even if it is very small. In addition, 'sticking' between domains is another problem. Along the intermediate pathways two or more domains may pass each other very closely; for example, sliding motions between two domains. However, if two domains are too close and excessive virtual springs are established between these domains, then these will prevent domain motion perpendicular to these surfaces and NMA cannot produce the proper normal mode at the next iteration.
To overcome such a hurdle, we apply the elastic network minimization algorithm to maintain geometric constraints during the iterations. In (1), we replace the current relative distance R i, j between the ith and the jth residues with L i, j , which is a predefined distance between the residues such that
where
:
;j is the relative distance of the template structure between the ith and jth residues. The minimum deviation of all residues can then be found by differentiating (4) . This procedure should be repeated for the candidates at each iteration of iterative NMA until the abnormal relative distances between C atoms no longer exist.
Cost function using relative rotation between domains
2.4.1. Calculating interdomain rotational relationships of the target. To obtain the relative rotation between domains, the rotation function of each domain should first be calculated separately using molecular replacement. To perform this, we use program packages or web services such as AMoRe (Navaza, 1994 (Navaza, , 2001 ) and MolRep (Vagin & Teplyakov, 1997) at the CaspR homepage (Claude et al., 2004) and the CCP4 program suite (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994) . We use the rotation functions for the test proteins after calculating the rigid-body refinement algorithm (Castellano et al., 1992) The relationships between relative rotations. {u} is the global coordinate frame, which is arbitrarily placed. {A i } and {B i } are the coordinate frames attached to the ith domain in the template and the target, respectively. Our goal is to calculate R B i ;B j , the relative rotation between domains in the target, by using the rotations R u;A i , R u;A j , R A i ;B i and R A j ;B j . R u;A i and R u;A j can be obtained from the structural details of the template conformation. R A i ;B i and R A j ;B j can be calculated by converting the relative rotations H A i ;B i and H A j ;B j described in the global frame {u} into the relative rotations with respect to the {A i } local frame.
candidate rotation functions are filtered by the rigid-body refinement algorithm of AMoRe and MolRep.
As a result of MR, several highest peaks in the rotation function can be obtained which are the most likely to reflect the true orientation of the corresponding domain in the target unit cell. Moreover, additional candidate rotations should be considered, since it cannot be known which copy of the asymmetric unit in the unit cell corresponds to the peaks in the rotation function obtained from MR. Thus, all crystallographically symmetric copies of the rotation-function peak must be checked to calculate the relative rotation between domains. We define the candidate orientation from the rotation function of the ith domain between the template and the target as
where H
is the rotation matrix of a peak calculated by MR, p is the index of crystallographic symmetry of the target unit cell and W p is the rotation matrix from crystallographic symmetry.
By using pose-estimation methods (Chirikjian & Kyatkin, 2001) , we can derive the relative orientations between domains in the 'target' unit cell. Assigning the template conformation as A and the target as B, our goal is to derive the relative rotation between the ith and jth domains in the target. The relative rotation between these two domains in the target can be derived as
where u is the global coordinate and R B i ;B j is the relative rotation between the ith and the jth domain of the target protein B. We present these relationships between rotations in Fig. 2 . It is then only necessary calculate R A i ;B i and R A j ;B j from H A i ;B i and H A j ;B j , which can be calculated from MR. Here, H A i ;B i is a relative rotation of the ith domain from conformation A to B as viewed in the global coordinate frame {u}, whereas the relative rotation R A i ;B i represents the same relative rotation as described in the {A i } local frame. The relationship between these two relative rotations can thus be written by conjugation with respect to R
Using (7), (6) can be converted into
After substituting (5) into (8), the final equation
can be obtained, where W T m W n = W p because the crystallographic symmetry is a space group. As a result of (9), several candidates of relative rotation which have the same number of protein molecules in the target unit cell can be calculated. Thus, a method to select the exact relative rotation is required.
Finding the corresponding pairs of rotation matrices.
From the result of the previous section, many candidates can be obtained for relative rotations between each domain pair of the target. These candidate conformations can be checked by using all of the relative orientation candidates to drive iterative NMA. Each candidate conformation is then submitted to an MR program such as AMoRe, which produces a structure solution and an R factor and correlation coefficient. The conformation with the lowest R factor is accepted.
Another way to judge the proper relative rotation between domains is to drive iterative NMA using relative rotation candidates for each domain pair. This method is based on the fact that the conformations of the given protein structure must have physically possible structures in three-dimensional space. When driving the initial conformation into a candidate with an incorrect relative rotation relationship, iterative NMA cannot achieve the final conformation owing to steric clashes between domains and the cost function will not settle to a small value. In Fig. 3 , we present the cost values during iterations when trying to drive the initial conformation of lactoferrin (1lfh) into possible candidates with each rotation relationship. This test is separately performed for each domain pair without elastic network minimization: i.e. four candidates for each interdomain relative rotation in the target. In the figure, only one case converges to a near-zero value after iteration. In contrast, the candidate conformations in incorrectly matched cases cannot converge by iterative NMA and retained over half their initial cost value. From these results, it can be observed that this provides a tool to weed out such rotations.
Another method that can be considered to judge the proper domain pair is statistical analysis of protein motion. Kreb and Gerstein reported that the maximum relative orientation of conformational change by a hinge motion is 150 by surveying their 'Molecular Movement Database' (Krebs & Gerstein, 2000) . This means that hinge motion of greater than 150 will be statistically rare. In this work, we use this maximum angle as a criterion to judge the proper domain pairs. Cases in which the angular difference exceeds 150 can easily be excluded from the set of feasible candidates of relative rotation between domain pairs.
2.4.3. Rotational metric as a cost function. To drive iterative NMA, it is necessary to evaluate a cost value that represents the orientational difference between corresponding domain pairs in the current and target conformations. In this work, the following rotational metric to evaluate the cost values C i, j is used,
where the function 'traceðÁÞ' is the trace of a matrix. i, j is the rotation angle between the two relative rotations R A i ;A j and R B i ;B j . This represents the minimum rotational difference between two coordinate frames measured about the unique axis of rotation (Chirikjian & Kyatkin, 2001) . Hence, the cost function reduces its value towards zero when an intermediate conformation approaches the target. In the iterative NMA algorithm, we use the cost value from the proposed cost function to decide the normal-mode direction.
Results
To validate the proposed methodology, we tested three proteins which have open and closed forms: ribose-binding protein, lactoferrin and calcium ATPase. The 15 lowest nonrigid-body normal modes obtained from the elastic network model as described in x2 are used as collective motions in order to morph the template protein structures. The bondcutoff value (B c ) is set to 3, R intra to 10 Å and R inter to 5 Å to build the elastic network for all test proteins. We obtained the domain information for all test proteins from 3Dee and SCOP (Dengler et al., 2001; Murzin et al., 1995) . Four points inside each domain which tends to remain rigid during conformational change were selected to calculate the relative rotations between domains in the template structure. We present the PDB codes, the residue numbers defining each domain and the initial r.m.s.d. values between the template and target in Table 1 .
Lactoferrin
As the first test protein, we tested lactoferrin, which has 691 residues and four domains labeled C1, C2, N1 and N2. Using a hinge motion, it grabs and transports ligands such as Fe 3+ , Mg 2+ and Mn 2+ ions. We set the open form (1lfh) as the target conformation and the closed form (1lfg) as the template. The sequences of both structures are identical and the r.m.s.d. value between the two conformations is 6.43 Å (Norris et al., 1991) .
Firstly, we execute MR using AMoRe to find the rotation function of each domain in the target unit cell. We present the results of MR in Table 2 . In all MR procedures with each separate domain, the best candidate rotation of each domain can easily be determined, since the correlation factors of the highest peak are much higher than the other candidates. The four candidate rotations for each domain can then be calculated using the crystallographic symmetry of the target. With these first candidates for the rotation matrix, one can attempt to drive the template conformation. Since the crystallographic symmetry of the target protein is P2 1 2 1 2 1 , there are four copies of the protein structure in the unit cell. Moreover, at least three domain pairs should be considered for lactoferrin because it has four domains. Hence, it is necessary to check the proper relative rotation for each domain among the four candidates. Thus, 12 test runs should be required with each relative rotation when applying iterative NMA for one domain pair separately and checking the possibility of the domain orientation. The C1 domain is selected as the baseline from which the relative rotation to the other domains is considered in the cost function because its highest peak has the highest correlation factor.
Alternatively, the proper relative rotations can be selected without driving iterative NMA, by observing the initial relative rotation for two of three domain pairs. That is, the proper rotation can be found if one of the initial difference angles is much smaller than the others. In Table 3 , one of the initial difference angles is calculated as 1.3
, with which iterative NMA should drive the C2 domain based on the C1 domain, whereas the angle differences for the other cases are around 180
. This means that a candidate with a relative rotation of 1.3 between the C1 and C2 domains is already placed near its goal (i.e. near 0 ), but the other candidates are not. Hence, if the conformational changes between the corresponding domains are very small in the target, one does not need to drive iterative NMA. This procedure can be applied to the relative rotation between the C1 and N1 domains. The smallest relative rotation between the domains is 8.0
, whereas the initial angular differences of the other candidates are near 180 . Thus, it is only necessary to check the four relative rotations between the C1 and N2 domains with the two relative rotations determined above. Two of the four cases in this domain pair can be excluded according to the maximum angle difference between the template and the target. That is, the initial relative rotation is greater than 150 when p is 1 or 4. We therefore need to check the final cost value for two candidates of relative rotations R 
C1;N1 , the final cost value does not converge but retains its value of 2.45. In Fig. 4 , the conformational changes of the final candidate are presented when the proper relative rotation pair is chosen. The opening hinge motion of the second domain can be observed and the final r.m.s.d. value for this case is 1.38 Å .
With this final candidate, we tried the MR procedure with the diffraction pattern of 1lfh. Since we need to reconstruct a full-atom model from an -carbon trace from iterative NMA, we use the Maxsprout program (Holm & Sander, 1991) and Deepview/SwissPDBViewer (Guex & Peitsch, 1997) to relocate the side chains of the candidate. As a result of MR, the final correlation coefficient (CC F ) is 50.3 and the final R factor (RF F ) is 48.7%.
Ribose-binding protein
As the second case, we applied iterative NMA to the ribosebinding protein (RBP). RBP consists of 271 residues grouped into two domains. We used 1urp as the open form and 2dri as the closed form (Bjorkman & Mowbray, 1998; Bjorkman et al., 1994) ; the two structures change by a hinge-bending motion (Echols et al., 2003) and the r.m.s.d. value between them is 4.06 Å . We set the open form (1urp) as the template and the closed form (2dri) as the target.
Firstly, we calculated the rotation function with the separated N and C domains using AMoRe. As a result, the peaks which have higher correlation coefficient values CC F than the others can be picked out. In the case of the N domain, the highest four peaks are around 35.8; the others are less than 26.3. Similar results can also be observed in the case of the C domain. The highest four peaks are 42.8, with the others being less than 26.3. We set the highest peaks for both domains as the rotation function to calculate the relative rotation.
Since the crystallographic symmetry of the target is P2 1 2 1 2 1 , four relative rotations between these two domains should be checked to select the proper target cost function. We present the initial angle differences of four candidate relative rotations between these two domains in Table 3 . As in the lactoferrin case, only one candidate relative rotation can be obtained when p is 3. The other cases have rotations of over 150 , which has been reported to be a rare case for relative rotation (Krebs & Gerstein, 2000) . When p is 3, the candidate conformation converges to the target structure after ten iterations and its final cost value falls to below 0.1 from an initial cost value of 1.0. The r.m.s.d. value between the candidate and the target is 0.67 Å .
We depict several intermediate conformations during the iteration from the template to the target in Fig. 5 . The relative hinge motions of the two domains can be observed. We reconstructed the side chains of the final candidate conformation using Maxsprout and Deepview and executed the MR procedure with AMoRe. The final R factor is 47.3 and the correlation coefficient is 45.5.
Calcium ATPase
As the final test protein, we selected calcium ATPase (1su4 and 1t5s), which is the largest protein structure in this work (Toyoshima et al., 2000; Sorensen et al., 2004) . The protein consists of 994 residues and four domains labeled the M, A, P and N domains. The open form 1su4 is set as the template to obtain a candidate for the closed form 1t5s. To drive iterative NMA, we used six domain pairs: R Firstly, we tried to calculate the rotation function for each domain using AMoRe. Each domain was then separated and used for MR without flexible regions such as hinge residues. In the case of the M domain, we only used -helices M4-M10, which correspond to residues 247-343 and 751-994, to obtain the orientation of the domain (Toyoshima et al., 2000) . However, we could not obtain distinct peaks in the cases of the A and P domains and the AMoRe program did not yield a rigidbody refinement solution for these two 
Table 3
The initial angle differences ( ) between domain pairs of all test proteins.
The proper relative rotation pair can be selected by checking the initial values. In the case of lactoferrin, the domains pairs can be selected as those with initial angle differences near zero. Domain pairs for which the relative rotation exceeds 150 can be disregarded. domains. Thus, we applied the MolRep program, which can calculate the real-space rotation function with the separated domains. We present the results of the rotation function using AMoRe and MolRep in Table 4 . From the results, we selected the candidate rotation functions for domains as the highest peak from MolRep. With the selected rotation functions, candidates of the relative rotations with respect to the crystallographic symmetry can be obtained. Since the crystallographic symmetry of the target protein (1su4) is C2, only two relative rotations had to be checked per domain pair. The possible relative rotation between domains of the target conformation can then be selected by observing the initial relative rotation between the corresponding domains. The second case between the M and P domains R ð2Þ M;P could be excluded because it was near 180 , whereas R ð1Þ M;P was about 13 . This rule could also be applied to the relative rotation R M;P . However, we had to check the relative rotation between the M and N domains. Because R With the final candidate for the 1su4 conformation, we applied Maxsprout to rebuild the backbone chain from -carbon traces. The final correlation coefficient and R factor from AMoRe were 47.7 and 55.2%, respectively. The R factor of the final candidate conformation is relatively large in comparison with the results on lactoferrin and ribose-binding protein. We discuss this problem in the next section.
Discussion
When driving iterative NMA from the template structure to the target, we do not use the translation function but only use the relative rotation between domains. Six degrees of freedom need to be known to describe the position and orientation of a rigid body in three-dimensional space. However, even though we only use the relative rotation between domains, the final candidate conformations of the two tested globular proteins, i.e. lactoferrin and RBP, are very close to their targets: the r.m.s.d. values between the target and the final candidate conformation are only 1.38 and 0.67 Å , respectively. This result means that the conformational changes of multidomain protein structures can be described with less than six degrees of freedom. This is because each domain is connected to the others by a short flexible linker, which acts as a constraint on conformational change.
However, this is not the case in calcium ATPase. Table 4 The MR result of calcium ATPase from 1su4 to 1t5s using MolRep and AMoRe.
Peaks can be distinguished as a result of the rotation function calculated by MolRep, while AMoRe cannot reveal clear differences between peaks.
MolRep AMoRe the others is that it connects to the M domain, which is a membrane domain and is relatively more flexible than the globular domain (Toyoshima et al., 2000; Sorensen et al., 2004) . Moreover, it connects to domain M by a long flexible region, which can give more than three degrees of freedom to domain A. Thus, even after assigning three angular constraints to domain A, translation is still possible and domain A can remain in one position while it rotates. In contrast, the other domains, which connect to each other via short hinge regions and can only move by rotational hinge motion, can have no more than three degrees of freedom for each domain connected. Thus, in the case of membrane proteins such as the calcium pump, translation should be considered to deal with the relative translation between domains. In most tests, translation functions for separate domains could not be obtained by AMoRe or MolRep. In the case of finding the rotation function, the highest peaks are distinct from the others and match the proper orientations of the corresponding domain. However, the translation function for each separate domain often places the domain in the wrong position (Rossmann, 1990; DeLano & Brü nger, 1995; Giacovazzo et al., 1998) . In the case of calcium ATPase, while we can calculate the rotation function for domain P and A of calcium ATPase, we cannot obtain the correct translation function. In contrast, we could find the translation function for an entire molecule of calcium ATPase after driving iterative NMA and finding the final candidate for MR. This result means that the proposed method can be used as a preconditioning procedure for multidomain proteins, which can be followed by successful translation-function computation.
When the rotation function is calculated using programs such as AMoRe and MolRep, the orientational error might be included in each domain. In the case of lactoferrin, the relative orientation of the N2 domain, which is calculated from MR, is 53.9
. This value is different from the value of 56.1 which is calculated by placing four points inside the C1 and N2 domains and comparing their orientation in the template and the target conformation. Because the relative rotation is used as a cost function between domains, the orientational error can influence the final candidate conformation. To check this influence, we ran the simulation on lactoferrin and ribosebinding protein (data not shown). Even though there is an angular difference of about 2 between the domains, the change in the final r.m.s.d. value is negligible: from 1.37 to 1.38 Å . The difference for ribose-binding protein is also negligible. The angular differences between the N and C domains are calculated to be 41.3 and 43.3 by MR and by calculating the relative rotation with four points inside the domain, respectively. However, the final r.m.s.d.s are little changed: 0.7 and 0.8 Å , respectively.
Next, we checked the geometric constraints of the candidate conformation, which should be retained after driving the template conformation into the final candidate conformation. The main reason for using an iterative procedure is to prevent physically unrealistic conformations during iteration. From observations of the initial and final conformations of our test proteins, we find that the maximum deviation of the relative distance between adjacent backbone residues is of the order of 0.01 Å in the test case from 1su4 to 1t5s and of the order of 0.001 Å in the cases of lactoferrin and RBP. These results arise from the elastic network minimization algorithm, which recovers the geometric constraints after the deviation from NMA is added to the current conformation. Thus, each virtual bond length does not itself change much, but retains its original value during iteration. In addition, the algorithm can also guarantee a candidate conformation without steric clashes between domains. Since the minimum distance between C atoms in the different domains is set to 4.0 Å and the conformation is updated until it contains no steric clashes, the iteration procedure can always maintain this minimum distance during the iterations.
As a final issue, we discuss possible methods for cases when the search model or the template conformation do not yield distinguishable peaks for the rotation function of the corresponding domain. Firstly, as used in the case of calcium ATPase, an attempt can be made to obtain the rotation function with various modern methodologies such as the real-space rotation function, direct rotation function and Patterson refinement (Brü nger, 1990 (Brü nger, , 1997 DeLano & Brü nger, 1995) . Secondly, all peaks from the rotation function can be tried as a cost function for use with iterative NMA. The cost value can be checked for each possible conformation, whether it reduces the cost value or not. If there were multiple candidates which satisfy the cost-value threshold, then MR can be applied to these final candidates and the R factor checked to find the exact conformation in the target crystal. In the second method, the number of possible candidates could be very large, since the crystallographic copies in the unit cell Comparison between crystal packing of the target conformation (1t5s) and the position and orientation of the final candidate conformation morphed from 1su4 after applying MR. Although the N, P and M domains are determined properly, domain A has positional error, while the orientation of the domain is nearly correct. The target conformation is presented in green and the final candidate conformation in red.
also should be considered. For this, great computational power will be needed. However, to quote Jones (2001) , computer time is now virtually free in most cases and should no longer be a barrier because of the powerful computational ability of cheap PCs or workstations for MR.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a method to find candidate conformations of multidomain proteins for use in molecular replacement. We suggested iterative normal-mode analysis to generate candidate structures. We modeled the protein structure as an elastic network model, in which all C atoms (as representatives of each residue) are treated as point masses with the interactions between them modeled as springs. Using the elastic network model, we calculated the 15 lowest normal modes and applied iterative procedures in order to obtain physically realistic conformations that approximate the final structure closely.
As a cost function to drive iterative NMA, we used the relative rotation between domains of the target protein structure and each candidate. The rotation function of each domain can be calculated by using MR programs such as AMoRe and MolRep. We then converted the peaks in the rotation function of each domain into candidate relative orientations between domains in the target structure by using pose-estimation techniques from the field of robotics and computer vision.
As a validation of the proposed method, we tested three proteins which have open and closed forms: ribose-binding protein, lactoferrin and calcium ATPase. We showed that the template conformation could be morphed close to the target with the relative rotation cost function. In the cases of ribosebinding protein and lactoferrin, we could obtain the proper candidate conformations with less than 1.5 Å r.m.s.d. from their target structures. In the case of calcium ATPase, we could derive the final candidate conformation with 4.97 Å r.m.s.d. The proper orientation and position of the M, N and P domains of the final candidate conformation could be obtained by iterative NMA. However, domain A has positional error even though the relative rotation between domains could be matched correctly. The source of the error was discussed and denoted as additional degrees of freedom of domain A.
Consequently, the proposed method can extend the application of MR methods of multidomain proteins and can calculate the final candidate conformation without any radius of convergence only if the rotation function for subunits of a multidomain protein can be revealed.
